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Once upona time
...

Maximize CTC e

subject to AxIb =
we get At I**d 1

be 1"
celd How many pivotsteps?

we computex-R" (assuming nondegeneracy)
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Different simplexmethods

- most negative reduced cost
-steepest edge
- greatest improvement

-approximate steepestedge
-whatever they do inreal software

-Shadow vertexrule (nice in theory)
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Historical Takeaways

- human computers
played an important
role in early comb.
opt, history.

- their contributions were
Made invisible by
contemporary white men

- their demographics
were exactly those
under represented in
our field, then &now

-
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Considerincluding this history
inyourclasses

Letme know if you're
interested in sources or

lecture notes/paperwith
this history +othertales

(work in progress,
not before Summer

SophieeHuiberts.me
↳
today's main source



Every day...

The simplex method visits - 2(n+d)

vertices before reaching an optimal one

Only few documented cases where

<10(x+d) were needed



But one day

Theorem There exist A,b, c, x withn =2d
such that the simplex method

visits 2"vertices

klee Minity'72
Amenta Ziegler 'go



Because of that

Theorem if the rows of A are lid

from a rotationally symmetric distribution,
and b =1then the simplex method

visits Oldnot) vertices inexpectation.

Borgwardt'07



Yes, but



Smoothed complexity

Let AER** have rows of norm at most 1.5 = (-, 1) ceMt

LetA. I have ind N10,07 entries.

The smoothed complexity is er(T(A +A, 5 +4,x]

where TA, b,C) is the time to solve max six

S.t. AxEb

Spielman Teng'04



Why smoothed analysis

- independent measurement/numerical
errors do not conspire againstyour
algorithm
- interpolates between worst and

average case

- shows simplexis faston average
inevery large enough neiborhood



Shadow vertex simplex method

9-O !I-



Shadow simplex method

Theorem To bound the running time of the Simplexe
method, it suffices to consider projections
of polytedra

Tw(5-: Axb 3)
where Wis the worstcase 2d subspace,
and count the numberof vertices.

Borgwardt'd>
Spielman Teng'04
Vershyninlog

Dadush Huiberts 17



Clever acilliary (P's

Theorem it suffices to consider projections
of the form

Tr(5-:(A +A)x =(3)
where Wis a fixed 2d subspace

independent of A.
Borgwardt'd>
Spielman Teng'04

Vershynin log
Dadush Huiberts '17
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Polar duality
SERYS{reRY: yx yES3

convex body Sco Soco is convexbody
k-dimensional faces d-b-dimensional faces



Clever auilliary (P's (polar edition)

Theorem it suffices to consider intersections
of the form

We conva, tâ,.... an+ân)

where Wis a fixed 2d subspace

independent of A.
Borgwardt'd>
Spielman Teng'04
Vershyninlog

Dadush Huiberts 17



Key quantity to analyze (summary)

Theorem the smoothed complexity of

the simplex method is

a.a. (*
of vertices ofWiconvla, ta...., an +ah]

WIIR*



Results



Lower bound



Extended formulation
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For every K, there exists PARK+4
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Extended formulation (polaredition)

Theore
For every K, there exists Poc ARK+4
with 4x +1 vertices such that

PoW

is a regular 2"-gon.

Moreover,

BB*4 po < 3OIB,
***
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Edge counting
Lemma 1 if TCIR is a polygon and xBT.B.

then I has ala) edges

proof by picture

*Hedges engel
"Close to an ellipse -> many edges"
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Roundintersection stays round

Lemma 2 if r> 2530 and
↑ ↑

linear in noise size
constant

Ch,..., n, a.....,ânIR"satisfy

i) rBB, =conLa,.., an)

ii) las-aill=I for all i= 1,...,

then

D1 - =) conra,... an) = conva,..,ân)=(+ =)convia,....an)

"Perturbing does not affect roundness too much
"



Lower bound sketch

1. the constraint vectors à,
....
n

satisfy the conditions for
smoothed analysis

2.the intersection We courta...., an)
is very round.

3. adding small perturbations
doesn't hurt roundness too much

4. Lemma1 gives the lower bound
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Upper bound is
a similar story

- expected edge lengths
-expected exterior angles



Open problems

- Tighter bounds are better

- Spurse noise would add a sense of realism

- Noise inspired by in-software perturbations
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Upper bound analogy

Let a,..., an EIB be fixed,

â,...., ân ~N10,02) iid

How many vertices does

Conra, +â,
..,
an+ân) have?

Theorem Max (* vertices] =O(Nogh+... An
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4pper bound sketch: two potentials

#( Avertices of conraita,..., antan)]

=EPr[ai+âis a vertex] 1
Define li is the sum length of edges

-

touching ai+a:

G: is the exterior angle at atai

if aita is a vertex. Otherwise 1 =0: =0.

Note:[E[1] =2. E[perimeter of couraita, ...a+ân)]
i =1

E[0] =2π
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4pper bound sketch: potentials is probability

#[1] =ECli/aitaris a verten]Prlait is a vertes
=>>

#[1]
Pelaita is a vertelt =Antaris a vertex)

similarly,
#E[8:]

Pelaita is a vertelt =Enteris a vertex)

key lemma if Ellilaita is a vertent=t

then ECG:/ âita,is a vertex] -Fon
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4pper bound sketch: planar geometry
Define U as the distance from

⑦i
aitâ, to conr(aj+:jei). ↳
Get8.I
Prove that Pr[VI) = 5.

For KEIR" conrex and N10, tex),
if Pr[x*K] 2pthem Pr(dist), K) =m] = =



Open problems

- Tighter bounds are better

- Spurse noise would add a sense of realism

- Noise inspired by in-software perturbations
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4pper bound sketch:

#( Avertices of conraita,..., antan)]

-EPr[ai +i is a vertex]

=*([2] +Elti]

=I. E[perimeter of conra, tâ,..., an+ân)]+g
=E.2π(1 +4rgn) +i
=Ologn+


